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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
"Low-Grade Myofibrosarcoma of the Maxillary Sinus: A Study of Two Cases and a

Literature Review." This article presents two exceptionally rare instances, accompanied

by a review of prior literature, offering significant insights. The content is highly

informative. Nevertheless, before publication, several revisions are required: 1. The

figures and tables must be sequentially numbered and referred to in the text at the points

where their content is discussed. 2. The manuscript contains several errors in English

that need correction: In "Case Presentation," third paragraph, second line, the placement

of the abbreviation "(MRI)" seems incorrect. In the same section, sixth paragraph, fifth

line, the article “A” is extraneous and should be removed. In the "Procedure" section,

first paragraph, fifth line, the fragment “bserved” is evidently a typographical error and

should be corrected to “observed.” In Table II, the term “Obserwation” is misspelled; it

should be amended to “Observation” in both occurrences. 3.Despite being low-grade,

this disease may prompt early recurrence or distant metastasis, leading to premature

mortality. The authors are encouraged to elaborate on their views or theories explaining

this disease's aggressive behavior.
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